
 

Welcome to Paraguay Ahora. The forum of this platform has a moderator who collaborates 
in generating virtuous and useful conversations for all members.  

Here you will find some rules of engagement and recommendations to make the most of this 
space. 

Recommendations. 

1. Be kind and friendly. To promote a pleasant environment we must deal with respect. 
You can discuss various topics as long as you are friendly with the rest. 

2. Be purposeful. Our forum is open to receive ideas to help build a shared vision of the 
future that we want for the country, to influence public policies and develop the full 
potential of Paraguay. 

3. Don't use language that incites hatred. Make sure everyone feels safe. Bullying or 
degrading comments about race, religion, culture, sexual orientation, sex or identity. 

4. Do not post promotions or spam. This platform does not allow self-promotion, spam 
or irrelevant links. 

Rules. 

Paraguay Ahora’s Forum moderator has the right to hide or delete a user's comments when: 

 The message contains foul vocabulary and / or derived words; 
 The message contains offenses or threats against other users, people or 

organizations; 
 The message promotes hatred or discriminate against other people because of their 

race, nationality, sexual orientation, religion or social status, etc. 
 The message promotes illegal activities; 
 The message contains descriptions or links to images of violence or cruel treatment 

of animals; 
 The message contains spam or advertising, promote third-party products or services, 

include links to viruses or other malicious programs; 
 The message is part of an act that promotes the appearance of a large number of 

comments with similar or similar content ('flashmob'); 
 The author makes a large number of comments with little content ('flooding'); 
 The perpetrator exhibits aggressive, teasing or rude behavior (trolling); 
 The same message is repeated; 
 The message does not correspond to the theme developed. 

 


